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FROM THE FIRST INSTALLATION BACK IN 1998, Doug Greavette was an important member of

the Tree Museum team. From helping the artists with technical advice on the best way to install

their work and to being there in times of crisis. And then there was his sage and crucial advice

“you might not want to be dressed all in black wandering through the woods, in bear hunting

season.” And many people will remember, Doug and his wagon, bringing people in and out at

the Tree Museum’s annual fall opening. We will miss Doug’s good humour and kindness.

E.J. LIGHTMAN

CO-CURATOR, THE TREE MUSEUM

A  M E M O R Y

DOUG GREAVETTE 1947-2010

PHOTO: ANNE O’CALLAGHAN
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FOR THE PAST THIRTEEN YEARS artists have responded to the immediate surroundings of the

Tree Museum site in Muskoka. This region, like much of the land outside large urban centres, has

experienced significant social, economic and ecological changes in the past 20 years. This trans-

formation, from rural environment and quiet cottage country to a Cottage Holiday Environment

writ large, is fueled by technological change (smart phones/internet access), rising incomes, a

desire for nature – but one that is tempered by all the amenities of an urban space – has created

a diminishing space between the urban and rural.

In 2008/2009 the curatorial themes of Wayfinding and In Between were a platform for Cana-

dian artists Alison S.M. Kobayashi, Darlene Naponse (Whitefish Lake First Nation), David Rokeby,

Lisa Neighbour, Orest Tataryn, Walter Willems, Dyan Marie, Ed Pien and Sebastian Burdach

(Germany), to engage with and provoke questions about our relationship with the “land”.

Walter Willems History of a Time to Come: Part I – Escape (2008) is a sly dig at our need to devel-

op and tidy up the landscape, while Dyan Marie’s Experience Canada: Canadian Experience (2009) is

a more direct statement about the gap between the expectations of and the realities experienced

by each new generation of immigrants to Canada. Both works have a certain ambiguity – is this

part of the “art” or are they billboard posters selling us something? Perhaps they are. In search-

ing for an understanding of our changing environment and our role in that change, Alison S.M.

Kobayashi’s Women of the Future and Sebastian Burdach’s Zu zelten, zu baden, Feuer zu machen, like

Willems, used humour and irony to get our attention. Darlene Naponse’s Waiting for the Ice to Melt

(2008) uses beauty and a sound track not normally associated with “landscapes” to create a gap

between what we see and what we hear forcing a questioning rather than an-accepting viewing.

Ed Pien’s Tempest, False and Psycho and Orest Tataryn’s see to phi combine formal issues of

abstraction with ephemera, discarded glass and steel tubes, trail tape and tarpaulin that tap into

personal histories, knowledge, and our memory. With these works Pien and Tataryn, artists and

ethnographers, collecting from the material culture of their environment, created multiple layers

of meaning.

Who can think of the near north-Muskoka-without mosquitoes and black flies coming to

mind? And if we were honest who among us would not like to see these pesky creatures eliminated

from our particular part of the planet. But David Rokeby, Plot Against Time #3 (2008), Ed Pien and

Johannes Zits, Fairy Lights (2009), take the movements of mosquitoes and black flies and trans-

form these movements into a new visual language, a language that is both arresting and beautiful.

P R E F A C E



Working in this verdant, not always idyllic, environment presents many challenges and setbacks.

But the tenacity of the artists knows no bounds. Lisa Neighbour is such an artist. The Erratic Theatre

title could also refer to the trials and tribulations that Neighbour encountered. But, undeterred,

she persisted, and on the evening of the video projections viewers experienced Neighbour’s solar-

powered work, an other-wordly interactive light work.

2008 and 2009 exhibitions carry on the Tree Museums tradition of collaboration. In 2008

we invited Orest Tataryn to wear two hats: that of exhibiting artist and the curator for our first

night time event, a video screening. The magic and wonder of that event has been beautifully

captured by Kim Simon’s essay, Wayfinding in the Dark. Fairy Lights, by Ed Pien and Johannes Zits is

the starting point for a future collaborative audio talk between Ed Pien, Johannes Zits and Anne

O’Callaghan on the many facets of collaboration.

Our sincere thanks go to Terrance Heath, Margaret Rodgers, Kim Simon and Tila Kellman.

Their essays bring an additional level of insight to the works of the 2008 and 2009 exhibitions.

And finally, thank you to all of the artists for their inspired work that shortened the distance

between art and nature for the viewer.

ANNE O’CALLAGHAN (2010)

CO-CURATOR, THE TREE MUSEUM
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SEBASTIAN BURDACH

ZU ZELTEN, ZU BADEN, 

FEUER ZU MACHEN

VIDEO STILL

PHOTO: ARTIST
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DURING A DISCUSSION with one of its curators about the intense amount of labour and plan-

ning that goes into presenting new work at The Tree Museum every year, I was asked if I was “high

maintenance.” The question was rhetorical, of course, but understandable in response to my

myriad of questions about the property’s size (“how far to the first work?”), the type of terrain

(“what kind of shoes do I need?”), or my humble “what if it rains?” (knowing full well the show

goes on, rain or shine). 

I wouldn’t say I’m high maintenance. However, my limited experience of the woods generally

rests quite comfortably, in my mind, as savoured moments of sitting around the family cottage,

which happens to be relatively close to The Tree Museum. Over the years there, I have stared out

a window onto a lake and into the trees for hours on end, occasionally going for a walk in the

woods or a paddle in the canoe, huddling indoors by the fire if it rains. 

So I wasn’t sure what would be gained when The Tree Museum’s first one-night-only video

projections in the outdoors occurred on a wet fall night. It wasn’t heavy rain, just a cool and con-

stant drizzle – but enough to make leaving the warmth and comfort of the cottage, and asking my

family to go along with me, a little more difficult. We smiled knowingly at one another, gathering

gear for the rain and flashlights for the impending dark. As we arrived at the property of The Tree

Museum, the light was just starting to go down. Looking ahead into the trees and onto the wet,

darkening path, my city-girl angst kicked in and I wondered about the logic of all this. An angst

not calmed by the offer of a “bear whistle” from another person already on the path.

Contributing to The Tree Museum’s 2008 exhibition theme Wayfinding, light artist Orest Tataryn

programmed four video works reflecting diverse relationships to rural landscape. To aid the

presentation of the series, Tataryn created an installation work, a thoughtful and subtle lighting

system to assist in finding one’s way in the dark. Rather than fully lead the way with bright light,

Tataryn created a gentle system to simply indicate the way and provide a quiet sense of security.

All along the path at shoulder height, tiny, single, jerry-rigged lights in mesh tubing were clipped

to trees every thirty paces or so. A specific sequence of colour variation in the lights was created

with the intent of initiating a subliminal feeling of comfort through a vague awareness of pattern

or repetition. With the forest not yet at full darkness, I gratefully took note of Tataryn’s special

street lighting. Almost a three-quarter-kilometer distance to the first projection and a further

quarter-kilometer to the others, we entered the quickly darkening forest with a mind towards

keeping sight of the path. 

W A Y F I N D I N G  I N  T H E  D A R K
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SEBASTIAN BURDACH

ZU ZELTEN, ZU BADEN, 

FEUER ZU MACHEN

VIDEO STILLS

PHOTO: ARTIST
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OREST TATARYN

LIGHTING SYSTEM TO ASSIST 

VIEWERS IN FINDING THEIR WAY 

IN THE DARK
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As we approached a small clearing, the sound recording of a German voice wafted toward

us. What an amazing experience to suddenly come upon that first projection, a screen stretched

amongst the trees, a digital projector with its own umbrella. A cinema in the woods; windows

through which lay whole other worlds.

In Zu zelten, zu baden, Feuer zu machen, Sebastian Burdach juxtaposes long Steadicam imagery

of German landscape with text fragments from Germany’s environmental protection law. While

the subject is land around Hamburg, the images can easily stand in for parts of Muskoka. A woman

speaks in calm, monotone German while English subtitles are seen over images of late afternoon

and evening, as the camera moves deliberately through trees and over land. At first the slow-

moving text seems poetic: to camp/ to swim/ to make fire. But quickly the text becomes controlling

and specific, with phrases describing forbidden activity within these natural sites: to pollute the

forest/ to engage in motorsports, or/ to operate motor-powered sleds/ to operate sound playing devices/ to

exploit, remove or bring in/ stones, gravel, sand, clay/ or other parts of terrain/ […] to build enclosures/ to put

up or to attach posters, pictures or text boards/ […]. Burdach draws attention to the paradox of our

protected natural spaces as in fact cultivated and highly controlled. It would seem that through

our collective desires and expectations of how natural spaces should be preserved, we leave an

inevitable mark, even when our goal is no mark at all.

As we moved forward down the path the sweet electric guitar soundtrack of Darlene

Naponse’s work, Waiting for the Ice to Melt, reached us before we saw it’s image. Standing in the

wood’s darkness, the projection illuminated the site around it with it’s story. Stunningly at home

against the backdrop of one of The Tree Museum’s marshy areas, the Ojibway filmmaker and

poet’s work is a simple and striking meditation on a

lakeshore’s spring thaw: slow, generous footage of ice

melting at a shoreline, the movement of the water’s

breath gently breaking through the ice. Poetic text lies

across some of the scenes: new migration patterns for

the sacred/ roads for the lost/ trails for the lonely/

wilderness for the boundless/ freeways for the unrecog-

nizable. Dreamlike, we reflect on the future moment of

the site we stand on, imagining the coming winter and

the passage of time. 

PAGE 10 AND 11

DARLENE NAPONSE

WAITING FOR THE ICE TO MELT

VIDEO INSTALLATION

PHOTO: CAT O’NEIL

WAITING FOR THE ICE TO MELT

VIDEO STILL

PHOTO: THE ARTIST
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ALISONS S. M. KOBAYASHI 

WOMEN OF THE FUTURE

VIDEO STILLS

PHOTO: THE ARTIST
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WOMEN OF THE FUTURE

VIDEO INSTALLATION

PHOTO: LOIS ANDISON
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Further ahead some light seemed to call us off the path into a den of dark trees, where

we found Women of the Future, Alison S. M. Kobayashi’s fantasy future world. Using The Tree

Museum as the location for developing new work, Kobayashi staged the future North Pole, now

inhabitable, in all of its lush green. Part one of a series in progress; Kobayashi’s video introduces

characters from this future eco-friendly utopia. As the silent video explains through subtitles, here

the Archer sisters, a pair of fashionable young women of the future, “… are at one with the plants

and animals, or do their best to be considerate.” They tromp through the forest, noticing they’ve

crushed a plant. They are careful to stop and prop it up, tying it with a pretty ribbon for support.

They are famous for their arrows and dedicated to archery; once used for war, the arrows are now

only for competitive sport. In the world of the sisters, food is pretty, fruity sushi and pink cherry

milk. The sisters sleep together in the crook of a tree. Kobayashi’s sweet imagery and punchy

colour were made all the more surreal in, the context of the dark, wet woods.

A final projection brought back a visceral awareness about finding a way through the forest.

Known for his installation and video work produced with computer-generated systems of artifi-

cial perception, David Rokeby created a new piece for the Wayfinding project as part of his Plot

Against Time series. Tracking movement patterns over duration, Plot Against Time (Insect Etude) traces

the flight patterns of tiny insects barely visible in a sun-drenched pocket of Ontario’s Killbear

Park. Aided by image-processing software developed by the artist, Rokeby was able to focus on

and enhance the movement of the bugs against the backdrop of the forest.

Recording their movement for a short period, Rokeby then draws out an extended trajectory

of movement for the community of insects using different processes of computer analysis. Over

three segments, the resulting images appear as fast

lines of light drawn before our eyes, the traces of which

become increasing visible and persistent, accumulating

into a frantic sketch of a pattern that seems stable until

suddenly it all dissipates into nothing. These segments of

analysis-cum-abstraction are interspersed with hand-

held camera footage of unsteady movement through

the forest, its pace and blurring a troubling image as if

lost and panicky. Together the episodes create a hallu-

cinogenic effect, anxiety giving way to euphoria.
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DAVID ROKEBY

PLOT AGAINST TIME (INSECT ETUDE)

VIDEO STILLS

PHOTO: THE ARTIST

Starting back through the projections to make our way out of the forest, we found that

things were different. On the way into the woods – that first kilometer in the damp and darkening

– my father, stepmother and I grunted along the trail, trying quickly to make it to the first projec-

tion site before the rain became heavier. I remember my heavy breath and the heat from wearing

too many layers, and my angst about the dark, the bears, and finding my way. 

Most often cinema has the function of newness and escape. Within The Tree Museum how-

ever, these disparate images about our relationship to landscape effected grounding. There in the

wet darkness, now pitch black except for the sparse twinkle of Tataryn’s lighting, the artist’s

videos calmed and comforted. Art and cinema were now what seemed familiar, voices telling me

to take in the moment. We made our way back along the path rarely using our flashlights, laugh-

ing, walking intimately arm in arm, finding our way together in the dark.

KIM SIMON
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W A Y F I N D I N G :  A L L  O V E R  T H E  M A P

“Looking for direction in a complicated world” 1

Is that the sun or the moon?

I don’t know, I’m a stranger here myself.2

USING THE THEME WAYFINDING, curators E J Lightman and Anne O’Callaghan presented art-

works by Lisa Neighbour, Orest Tataryn and Walter Willems. In addition, Tataryn was guest cura-

tor for a series of projections held on Saturday, September 13, and created by Sebastian Burdach,

Alison S.M. Kobayashi, Darlene Naponse, and David Rokeby (see Kim Simon’s “Wayfinding in the

Dark”). Working within the wide parameters implicit in the concept of wayfinding, each artist’s

response was inventive and thought-provoking. The central component of Neighbour’s Erratic 

Theatre was an illuminated stone, while Tataryn’s installation see to phi offered a visual system

through which to view the surroundings. Both pieces suggested themselves as markers, wayfind-

ing tools toward an understanding of their forest environment. Willems’s History of a Time to Come:

Part I – Escape skewered visitors with dystopian possibility in his promotional material and sales

centre for a planned community on the site.

In his seminal book Wayfinding in Architecture, Romedi Passini cites a range of sources to argue

that cultural and personal differences are significant factors in wayfinding. He notes Amos Rapo-

port’s conclusion that Western civilizations tend to see space in physical terms while Australian

aborigines conceive of space through meaning and symbols derived from their culture, as famously

illustrated in Bruce Chatwin’s The Songlines. In his discussion of perception and cognition Passini

points out that

[t]he historical evolution of the visual arts conveys the images people associate with their everyday envi-

ronment… Artists of most periods have tried and believed they succeeded in representing their sur-

roundings objectively. In all probability, their images deviated only little from the popular images col-

lectively held during a period (59-61).

The Tree Museum artists have developed individual responses to the idea of wayfinding that

feed into current cultural and societal practices and preoccupations. The wayfinding representa-

tions employed in the 2008 installations present a large range of avenues of exploration into the

collective zeitgeist.

1 www.corbindesign.com (January 2010).

2 Andy Capp joke.

PAGES 16 AND 17

OREST TATARYN

SEE TO PHI 

PHOTO: CAT O’NEIL

SEE TO PHI (INTERIOR DETAIL)

PHOTO: NICOLE POTVIN

SEE TO PHI (EXTERIOR DETAIL)

PHOTO: NICOLE POTVIN
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Tataryn’s see to phi, named for the mathematical ratio “phi” or the golden mean, is the organ-

izing principle for his sculpture. The artist states that when “I work within the constraints of this

glorious ratio I become free.”3 Consisting of three aligned tubes of rusted steel, glass and polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) suspended on steel posts, each element offers up its material individuality, while

a view through all three leads the eyes into a scene across the bay that divides the view according

to the famous ratio. A geometric device to attain pleasing proportion, the theory of the mean has

been used to map everything from patterns in nature to Vergil’s Aeneid (Harris). The middle section

of glass, retrieved from an Ontario Science Centre discard, resonates with suggestions of scientific

experimentation in a giant lab. The PVC is threaded with what appears to be intravenous tubing,

and, when viewed through its interior, becomes a magical chamber leading toward that golden

section. The exterior tubes are tied together to resemble the shape of sails, thus contextualizing

the artwork in terms of ancient and contemporary wayfinding strategies.

Neighbour’s Erratic Theatre emanates light from an enormous boulder, in polar opposition to

Francis LeBouthillier’s Pressure Sensitive (2000). The earlier project relocated a similar boulder,

leaving a visible gap where it had resided for eons. In contrast, Neighbour’s is suggestive of a mys-

terious and evanescent natural world that can exert its own will. A painted white stone by day, it

is a radiant thing after dark, this due to ultraviolet spotlights and phosphorescent paint that

releases absorbed energy slowly. During the nighttime events, viewers are given flashlights to use

as light pencils that “draw” images upon the stone. Someone stencils a hand, a touchstone to

prehistoric cave paintings, but unlike the art at Lascaux or Altamira, these transitory images are

gone after a few seconds. This magical luminosity affects the stony surface, making its venous

structure more evident, implying a visceral fragility that contradicts the logical understanding of

the properties of granite. It also contributes to the vocabulary of Neighbour’s 2007 Tree Museum

installation, a collaboration with John Dickson in which she positioned glowing fruits inside his

mirrored outhouse. Past associations to wayfinding exist here, since stones have functioned

throughout time as markers to indicate direction or conceal a supply cache.

In stark contrast to the dreamy radiance of the

boulder, and the historical connotation of Tataryn’s

telescope, Willems’s History of a Time to Come: Part I –

Escape demonstrates a road that hopefully will not be

taken. A billboard and presentation centre advertises

the development of a new highway leading toward a

model community. In 2008 the Tree Museum house

functioned as a hospitality centre much like an actual

new home presentation venue. Complete with web com-

ponent, signage and business cards, it was staffed with

3 Artist’s note.

PAGES 18 AND 19

LISA NEIGHBOUR

ERRATIC THEATRE 

STONE AND PHOSPHORESCENT PAINT

PHOTO: THE ARTIST

ERRATIC THEATRE 

PHOTO: THE ARTIST
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uniformed sales representatives to obfuscate queries and pass out treats. While Willems’s Escape

uses language and imagery from a familiar paradigm, it is cleverly subverted. The road is named

1001 Nights Parkway, a trickster figure (monkey) sits atop the entrance boulder, and two somewhat

bewildered moose are swamped under the highway sign. The slogan promoting the project is

“Escape: Follow the Road to a Sanctuary of Civilized Living.” On the website the moose and

swamp vanish, to be replaced by the highway and a hot car. The sign and its relations to what it

signifies is disrupted: the signified is not a new development, rather a critique of the rampant

urbanization that continues to threaten green space throughout the province and beyond. There

will be no sanctuary and no escape.

While Passini’s writings supply the curatorial direction, it is interesting to note that there is

a company that offers “Wayfinding consulting and analysis, including all aspects of communica-

tion between you and your visitor” (Corbin Design). Willems’s project mimics this business

approach, using similar language, materials and syntax.

Tataryn’s telescope-like creation offers a guideline toward a psychological wayfinding into

the other artworks. As well as convey its own aesthetic impact, see to phi has metaphorical impli-

cations, brought to bear because of an informed viewership. Knowledge of Western art and relat-

ed concepts surrounding the golden mean lay the groundwork for the story, possibly, the mythol-

ogy. While not knowing about the golden mean will not preclude enjoyment of the art, an aware-

ness of its cultural resonance can enhance understanding.

Willems’s work capitalizes on the language and imagery of what Linda Hutcheon refers to in

Irony’s Edge as “overlapping communities” (96). Wayfinding as business, as a philosophical per-

spective, and even as a disorienting influence can be investigated in his ironic representations. He

suggests the unthinkable, which, in the bucolic Tree Museum environs, presents an unambiguous

message. Were it played in Mississauga or Durham there might actually be applicants for his

Phase One. In a review of Hutcheon’s book, Jenifer Karyshyn refers to “the conventional charac-

terization of irony as an elite practice which winnows the competent from the slow, and which

eludes description” and goes on to describe how Hutcheon counters this idea with an individual-

empowering reading in which

…irony does not “exist.” Instead, it is a kinetic – indeed, almost ephemeral – event that can “happen”

between speaker and auditor, or between curator and museum visitor; and “the final responsibility for

deciding whether irony actually happens in an utterance or not (and what that ironic meaning is) rests,

in the end, solely with the interpreter” (45), rather than with the initiating ironist (Karyshyn 971).

Given the alarming realities that Willems addresses, the shared communities that Hutcheon

describes might be an overly optimistic interpretation. One can hope that Joseph Beuys’s idea of

art as a societal curative could have some traction here. Within this context, wayfinding for the

400-acre Tree Museum is a useful concept in that the contrast for artists working in an informed

and sophisticated current of practice invites an exploration of the disconnect.
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With the Tree Museum into it’s second decade, an effective overview emerges as to the pur-

poses, endeavours and conceptual gravitas inherent in the many projects. A general framework or

strategy can be established through which artists have responded to the forest. The works can be

considered in terms of 1) nature/culture parody, 2) nature as a contemplative site, 3) historical

perspectives, and 4) environmental issues. 

Many works on site effectively parody the disconnect between city and forest. In particular,

Persona Volare (2007) displays an awareness of informed audiences that will easily read the ironic.

Carlo Cesta’s Vacancy is a garage door perched on a rocky promontory, reminiscent of a structure

that a developer might use to indicate the newest project. The absurdity of urban intrusion is

underscored by Kate Wilson’s cryptic and mysterious signage attached to the trees, one in partic-

ular indicating where to find the elevator. Both Willems and Kobayashi (Simon) create narratives

that target collective anxieties through parody. They create unviable scenarios that underscore the

uneasy relationships between civilization and the natural world.

Given the splendour of the site, there are many poetic amplifications for experiencing the

natural world, or at least one that is less compromised than its urban counterpart. Tataryn’s device,

Wen-Chih Wang’s canopy lookout (2007), O’Callaghan’s arched Relic of Memory (1998) and J. Lynn

Campbell’s spiral of cedars (1999) are a few of the works which present an essentially Romantic

approach that privileges feeling and experience within the beauty and wonder of Nature. In 2008

Neighbour creates a theatrical moment, mimicking the glow worms and fireflies that light the

night forest. 

Several are invested with historical perspective. Research-based, they reference area land use,

European and native settlement, national and international history. In the Tataryn structure, the

engagement is with Western thought and the Renaissance cojoinment of mathematics and art.

Natural history and the growth patterns of the forest are also explored in installations by artists

such as Jaffa Laam Lam (2007) and Jocelyne Belcourt Salem (2000). 

Given the museum name and its locale, there is considerable environmental commentary.

Extinct trees are named, birds are imagined through sound and image, and alternate views are

created. Badanna Zack embeds junked autos into an earth embankment for a roadside sculpture

titled Mound of Cars (1998). Burdoch delivers messages on conservancy, while Willems assaults

with pointed irony. Finally it is an ecological focus that is the primary concept under which all of

the previous discursive structures can exist.

From Prince Henry the Navigator to “Where is Osama Bin Laden?” humans have wanted a

formula, a map, a GPS, to cut through the clutter and complexity of information that jams our

synapses, inhibiting clarity and direction. Here the artists’ wayfinding endeavours to function as

filters or focusing devices.

Tataryn’s view across the lake is ordered through the exact positioning of the telescope-like

structure. The view-finder eliminates extraneous visual information and the natural view becomes

a constructed image. Neighbour creates a touchstone that calls visitors toward its evanescent light.

PAGES 21

WEN-CHIH WANG

BRIDGE (2007) DETAIL

PHOTO: MICHEL BOUCHER

ANNE O’CALLAGHAN

RELIC OF MEMORY (1998)

PHOTO: ROGER HENRIQUES

J. LYNN CAMPBELL

IN-SIGHT (1999)

PHOTO: RIC AMIS
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While both impact visually upon the existing environment they are less radical than Willems’s

imaginary road into the swamp. Yet, all three present pathways and direction in terms of wayfind-

ing, and oddly echo the business model that tells us that 

Wayfinding Is…[d]irection for people in motion. It considers all the tools you use to share wayfinding

information with visitors…. Properly designed, it ties together verbal and visual cues throughout your

organization: architecture, interiors, lighting and landscape design. (Corbin Design)

Outdoor forest installations introduce special issues, given that home base for many con-

temporary artists is a large urban centre. In a discussion of cognitive mapping, Verena V. Hafner

from the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at the University of Zurich contrasts wayfinding in urban

and forest environments:

Wayfinding in cities is much simpler than finding one’s way through natural environments. Navigation

through cities can rather be considered as route following… Wayfinding in forests, in contrast, whether

it is human or animal wayfinding relies much more on general sensory input rather than associations

with specific distinguishable landmarks. The configuration of several landmarks is more important than

the identity of a single landmark… as is a continuous input from the environment. (Hafner, “Explaining

Wayfinding Behavior and Cognitive Mapping: Book Review of Golledge on Cognitive-Mapping”)

Once again we can use the mantra that “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and

that the multiplicity of artworks relating to the idea of wayfinding present an extraordinary

experience for visitors to the site. Artists and artmaking can offer many strategies; both lived and

imagined, to help us find our way.

MARGARET RODGERS
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the most permanent things cry out

in astonishment

because the passing things are forever.

THESE LONG FORGOTTEN LINES FROM A POEM written thirty years ago leapt to mind as I

walked among the recent works of Dyan Marie and Ed Pien at the Tree Museum. The multi-

turreted world of visual art is built on tangible objects that are sold, auctioned, collected, even

stolen and vandalized. The preservation of art is an industry to itself. 

Here, a couple of hours north of Toronto, a number of the artists selected over the years to

create works in the natural setting of the Ontario forest responded to the impermanence of this

“museum” and have contemplated the natural generation, growth and decay of the forest—that

is, the long, slow processes of nature which deny permanence. They have made works which will

never be sold or auctioned and will only be collected by becoming part of their setting. Marie and

Pien take this observation of impermanence as a beginning and give form to impermanence itself,

that is, to the ephemeral, whatever it may be – wind, movement, sunlight, reflection, dreams, hopes,

ideas, even allusions and illusions.

Dyan Marie could be called an urban artist of change. Someone somewhere in a review said

she weds the aesthetic and sociological. Much of her work is public art, not in the usual sense of

monuments, but as the intervention of art into the public lives of people, especially people in her

west-end Toronto neighbourhood who walk the same streets, see the same occurrences of good

and evil, experience the same fears, celebrate the same changes of the season, raise their children,

earn money, talk to one another or not, dream and hope.

Recently, she has been experimenting with street banners as a way of integrating art into the

daily life of the people of her area of the city –neighbours, shopkeepers, suppliers, casual acquain-

tances, people hurrying about their business. In 2008 she created a series of banners, each two

by five feet. Ostensibly photographing flowers, she used the blossoms as foreground to capture

a moment in the lives of the people walking on the sidewalk in the background. By moving the

camera she has given the flowers streaks, as if they had suddenly grown there on a busy urban

street. In a way, they have appeared from nowhere as they are obviously outside a florist shop and

were grown somewhere else and brought to this place. The figures in the background are also

blurred, but some are clearly interested in what she is doing behind the flowers, while others are

focused on their own life of daily tasks and pay no attention. Allusions layer over allusions – com-

ing from someplace else, beauty here but not indigenous, blurring of a moment, curiosity and

inwardness. 

T H E  P U R S U I T  O F  T H E  E P H E M E R A L  
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BANNER ON BLOOR STREET
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(STREET INSTALLATION)

BELOW IMAGE

BANNER ON BLOOR STREET (DETAIL)
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The banners were hung from lampposts along Bloor Street between Dufferin and Lansdowne

to become a part of the streetscape. Toronto is a city of banners, usually advertising cultural

events or proclaiming that the city is, or would like to be, a city of culture. Marie has transformed

the use of banners from information and proclamation vehicles to meditations on the streets and

people of the city, and especially of her neighbourhood. These banners do not point to art events,

but are art events in themselves. 

The invitation from The Tree Museum to create a piece for the 2009 season caught Marie in

the midst of exploring ways to extend and refocus the idea of street banners, or, better said, to

deepen the role of art in the life of the neighbourhood and city. Toronto is also a city of immi-

grants. From the earliest days of European contact with the northern part of the continent, there

has been an unending flood of people seeking a new life. Initially, they came mainly from Europe,

but increasingly from every country in the world. What did they expect? How did they envisage

Canada? Undoubtedly, images of wilderness, snow, lakes and water, and great expanses were

dominant – in a word, pristine nature. And, the reality? After the first flow of agricultural home-

steaders and workers, immigrants increasingly came to live and work in the cities. Everyday life

was pavement, stores, factory floors and small, fenced gardens. What happened to the precon-

ceptions, hopes and dreams? 

Marie photographed her Bloor Street neighbours, some in front of their shops, some simply

posed on the street. Her idea was to Photoshop images of natural, wilderness settings into these

images. In effect, she literally wanted to make the dreams and hopes of their coming to Canada

a visual part of them. People may wear the same clothes, drive the same cars, walk the same

streets, but they are also people with the individual dreams and hopes of immigrants and refugees

who have come from very different lands and situations. As banners, these images attempt to rep-

resent the ephemeral realities of the people she encounters on a daily basis. Hanging in the street,

the banners suggest to passersby the inner and outer realities of the people who have come to

Canada to live and work.

Conjointly with the urban project came the offer from the Tree Museum curators to create a

work for their 2009 season. The two projects complemented each other in several ways. The

images of nature could be photographed in the paths, forest and lake at the Tree Museum. In this

way, the natural settings and, in effect, the museum would be brought to Toronto. But how could

this urban-focused work become a part of the Tree Museum? 

Marie used ten banners to create two billboard-like installations. Each billboard depicts five

figures. Some of the figures are completely filled with a natural setting, some partially, while others

are ghostly images behind the natural landscape. At the bottom of each figure is the statement

“Canadian Experience,” and at the top of the billboard the statement “Experience Canada.” Bill-

boards, those huge photographic images that line our highways and streets, bring to the natural

setting of the Tree Museum the images of people for whom those trees, paths and waters are

dreams, half-forgotten memories, perhaps deep and enduring longings. 
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the most permanent things cry out

in astonishment

because the passing things are forever. 

In his installation works, Ed Pien works with change and transformation as fantasy, struggle,

surprise, otherness, deception, and illusion. His is a visual world in which the viewer is much

dependent on the artist as an accompanier. Each of his installations, videos and paper works cre-

ates a world in which the viewer is a visitor. Often that world is changing, transmogrifying into

another world or is only momentarily present. It is no surprise, then, that the invitation from the

Tree Museum to envisage works for a natural world as changing and impermanent as the ones he

creates should inspire him to go beyond the impermanence of generation, growth and decay to

seek out the unexpected shape changes and illusions that his interventions might summon up. 

In adjoining areas, which encompassed both forest and water, he created three works – Tempest,

False and Psycho. Each explores ephemeral presences “hidden” in the tangible impermanence of

nature. Pien often includes sound in his installations; Tempest is basically a sound piece. As the

name suggests, however, it is sound created by storm, by the violent impact of nature on the piece.

The seven pontoon-like sewn tarpaulin constructions strung across the water are designed to be

ravaged by the wind and to bring forth a new sound from nature as they are tossed and slapped

in the water. What is the sound? Has anyone gone to the site in a storm and heard it, or is it a

sound for its own sake? On a quiet day, the pontoons move gently and silently in the water. Their

potential is not obvious and they remain mysterious objects, suggesting in their form some func-

tion, but hiding the auditory reason for their presence. 

False is Tempest’s visual counterpart. Across a small

body of water from where a viewer stands to see False,

Pien has strung fluorscent orange rope and plastic trail

marker tape over a section of the rocky shore. The rope

and tape cascade down the rocks like rivulets of a bright-

ly colored waterfall. In the still water the reflection of

the orange rope and tape repeats the “waterfall.”

The reflection of the shore in a quiet lake is a com-

mon experience. However, Pien is not simply reproduc-

ing a reflection of a natural phenomenon. The bright,

garish colour of knotted rope and tape removes it from

nature and re-forms it as an industrial and unexplain-

able presence. It becomes a mysterious element of the

scene, which somehow is seen as a natural one – red

rope and tape seen as a waterfall. Largely, this allusion

is created by its situation on the lakeshore and the

viewer’s memory of waterfalls. But a waterfall would

ED PIEN

TEMPEST

SEVEN SEWN TARPAULINS

SIZE VARIABLE

PHOTO: ROGER HENRIGUES
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roil the surface of the water and there would be no quiet reflection repeating the cascading water.

Pien has fixed the image not as representation but as suggestion. The artist is not suggesting some-

thing but is using tangibles to stimulate suggestion itself. The viewer accepts the illusion of a

waterfall before realizing the artist has led him or her into the ephemeral world of suggestion, of

the necessity to straddle the real and the remembered. 

Psycho consists of twelve disks hung in the trees about twelve feet from the ground, that is,

high enough so that the viewer is not immediately aware of them. The disks are aluminum plated

with highly polished chrome, which on the one side reflects as a mirror of the surroundings, and

on the other are concave, so that the reflection is shaped and moulded. They are joined with a wire

attachment to the tree boughs by universal joints so that they turn freely. When there is no move-

ment of air, the disks are almost invisible or do not immediately attract the viewer walking along

the path in the forest. Noticed, however, they refract the forest and in some cases reproduce a

tree trunk where there is no tree, in others introduce sky and clouds into the forest depths. If there

is a breeze, the effect is startling. As they spin, they flash images and bright moments of light in

the trees and on the forest floor. If they turn slowly, they become moons waxing and waning. 

Pien revisited the site and seems himself to be amazed and thrilled by the disks:

The overall effect is quite mesmerizing and spectacular. Not only do they reflect the surrounding land-

scape, but because [of] the slight concavity on one side of the disk, when the rotation takes place that

side gives the impression of speed and blurriness — not unlike what you see from the inside of a speed-

ing train. The disks also reflect light and the beams race through the forest floor like wild and playful

animals. The disks sometimes seem to be glass orbs. [At] other times they seem like interruptions in

an otherwise perfect picture plane/space (something like cut-and-paste). (Email to writer)

Psycho continues Pien’s fascination and experimentation with reflection and movement. Most

recently (2008), he created an installation, Une nuit de lunes, at Axenéo7 in Gatineau, Quebec, in

which he hung mirrors with images on them in a constructed tree. In the darkened space, video

and sound projections created an atmosphere that was both mysterious and absorbing. The disks

revolved, reflecting the ambient light and looking like moons amongst the boughs of the tree. At

times, the subdued lighting cast a viewer’s shadow amongst the shadows of the tree. In Psycho,

Pien has stripped away video and sound projection and focused on the shifting, changing and

reflecting disks, which transform the forest into a place of unexpected and shifting experiences.

Viewers stand fascinated by the spectacle. One could say that the forest has gained or regained a

certain enchantment. 

the most permanent things cry out

in astonishment

because the passing things are forever.

TERRENCE HEATH
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FLUORESCENT ORANGE ROPE 

AND PLASTIC TRAIL MARKER TAPE

SIZE VARIABLE 

PHOTO: THE ARTIST

ED PIEN

PSYCHO (DETAIL)

12 DISKS, ALUMINUM PLATED 

WITH HIGHLY POLISHED CHROME

EACH DISK 30" DIAMETER

PHOTO: THE ARTIST
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ic installations include, The Tree Museum (1998-99); The Visual Arts Centre of Clarington, Ontario (Public

Art Project 2001-2003); An Artist Garden, Visual Arts, York Quay Centre, Harbourfront Centre, Toronto,

Ontario. (2003 to present); Fifthtown. Prince Edward County, Ontario, and Kiwi Gardens, Perth, Ontario.

(2008).  Selected exhibitions include: Redhead Gallery, Toronto (2004, 2006); The Visual Arts Centre of Clar-

ington  (2002, 2004, 2007); Oeno Gallery (2005, 2007); Visual Arts York Quay Gallery at Harbourfront Cen-

tre Toronto (2002, 2007). As well as a practicing artist O’Callaghan has an active curatorial practice. She is

the co-curator and a founding member of The Tree Museum, Gravenhurst, Ontario, and a founding member

of  “the intersperse curatorial collective”. Born in Ireland, O’Callaghan lives and works in Toronto, Ontario

and is represented by Oeno Gallery, Prince Edward County, Ontario.
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The Tree Museum acknowledges the financial support of, 

E.J. Lightman, Art Steinberg, Canada Council for the Arts,

Ontario Arts Council and the Walter and Duncan Gordon 

Foundation for 2008 and 2009 exhibition and catalogue. 

We thank Roger Henriques of Rhen Communications Group 

for designing and maintaining The Tree Museum web site 

(1998-2010).

Orest Tataryn and the Tree Museum thank VTape, with a special

thank you to Deirdre Logue and Wanda Vanderstoop for all of

their support in helping us program the 2008 video exhibition.

Walter Willems thanks Romy Lightman and Sari Lightman for

their participation in History of a Time to Come: Part I – Escape, and

Paul Waggoner, Justin Karas, Richard Sawyer, Anne O’Callaghan

and E.J. Lightman for their support. 

Ed Pien acknowledges the financial support of Toronto Arts

Council, Ontario Arts Council and Canada Council for the Arts.

The Tree Museum and the exhibiting artists extend their gratitude

to: Romi Lightman, Sari Lightman, John Dickson, Sam Dickson,

Chad Greavette and Geri Steinberg (catering) and all who helped.

A special thank you to Stedmans in Gravenhurst and the United

Rental in Bracebridge, whose advice saved us time, effort and

money. 

Curator: E.J. Lightman and Anne O’Callaghan

Administrator/Co-coordinator: Anne O’Callaghan

Design: J. Lynn Campbell

ISBN  978-0-9809879-2-8 (catalogue)

ISBN  978-0-9809879-3-5 (DVD)

© The Tree Museum, contributing writers and artists 2008 

and 2009. All rights reserved.

The Tree Museum

1634 Doe Lake Road, Muskoka, Ontario

http://www.thetreemuseum.ca
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1998

Anne O’Callaghan, Relic of Memory

Tim Whiten, Danse

Badanna Zack, Mound of Cars

Curator: E.J. Lightman

1999

J. Lynn Campbell, In-Sight; 

Gwen MacGregor, Chirpy, Chirpy,Cheep, Cheep

Anne O’Callaghan, Relic of Memory 1

Robert Wiens, Log I.

Curator: E.J. Lightman

Essay 1998/1999 by Carolyn Bell Farrell

2000

Jocelyne Belcourt Salem, Glimmer

Deeter Hastenteufel, Them Now Us

Francis LeBouthillier, Pressure Sensitive

Tim Whiten, Danse

Curators: E.J. Lightman and 

Anne O’Callaghan 

Essays by Anne O’Callaghan, 

Badanna Zack and E.J. Lightman

2001

Lois Andison and Simone Jones, 

Tidal Pool: Ode to Tom Thomson

(collaborative work)

Reinhard Reitzenstein, Shed

Curators: E.J. Lightman and 

Anne O’Callaghan

Essays by David Liss and 

Christy Thompson

2002

Wilson Chik (Hong Kong), Chien de loop

(performance work)

Janice Pomer and Barry Prophet, Finding

the Intimate in Nature (performance work)

Ellen Dijkstra (Holland), Extraterrestrial

Lyla Rye, Locus

Curator: Anne O’Callaghan

Essays by Dot Tuer and 

Betty Chung (Hong Kong)

2003

T.S. Anand (U.S.A) Intent II: Tent Dance,

Intent I: Tent Dance

Anne-Marie Bénéteau, Meadowvale 

Glen Estates

Marguerite Larmand, Butoh

Christy Thompson, Borealis

Francesca Vivenza, Outpost

Curator: E.J. Lightman

Essay by Gil McElroy

2004

Simon Frank, Core

E.J. Lightman, Pinecone Seed and Sky Shelter

Ryszard Litwiniuk, Ex/Change and

Fire/Renewal (performance work)

Catherine Widgery, Light Lines

Curator: Anne O’Callaghan

Essays by John Grande and Daniel Baird

2005

John Dickson, Lodge

Janice Pomer and Barry Prophet 

(performance work)

Barry Prophet, A Gathering of Quivers

Nancy Paterson, Not Waving, Drowning

Curator: E.J. Lightman

Essay by Tila Kellman

2006

Diane Borsato, The Road Out

(performance work)

Kelly Mark, A Little Piece of Heaven

Peter von Tiesenhausen, The Land is 

the Canvas.

Curator: David Liss

Essay by David Liss

2007

Wen-Chih Wang (Taiwan), Bridge

Jaffa Laam Lam (Hong Kong)

Replanting History

Michael Belmore, Upstream

E.J. Lightman, Impossible Sites for Growth

Noel Harding, A Chirp

Temporary interventions on site by 

Persona Volare: 

Carlo Cesta, Vacancy

Michael Davey, Short Life – Long Branch

John Dickson, Out-House 

(collaboration with Lisa Neighbours)

Rebecca Diederichs, Trail Hitch

Brian Hobbs, Tool #2

Lorna Mills, Moss Mosque Moss

Lisa Neighbour, Out-House

Chantal Rousseau, Bird Stack Flag

Lyla Rye, Façade

Kate Wilson, Living Signs

Johannes Zits, The Seduction

Curator: Anne O’Callaghan

Essays by Margaret Rodgers, Gil McElroy

and Ivan Jurakic



ED PIEN AND JOHANNES ZITS

FAIRY LIGHT: A COLLABORATION

VIDEO STILL (2009)
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